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Abstract. This paper focuses on consistent structural updates for object database 
design and is included in a formal approach" for advanced database modeling and 
design. This approach is based on tile IFO 2 model, an extension of the semantic 
model IFO defined by Abiteboul and Hull. It preserves the acquired strengths of the 
semantic approaches, whilst integrating concepts of the object paradigm. 
Structural part of the model including concepts such as alternative, composition, 
grouping for building complex objects and semantics constraints are defined. 
Furthermore, the definitions of consistent updates necessary to modify and perfect 
IFO2 schemas are formally specified through change functions. The result is a new 
coherent and formal approach which is useful in overcoming some of the 
difficulties in the specification and design of advanced applications. 

1 In t roduc t ion  
Given the evolving complexity and size of applications, traditional models are proving to 
be restrictive. Indeed, the building of new applications requires more powerful constructors 
and a greater degree of modeling flexibility. Furthermore, the philosophy behind classical 
models does not fit in with new development tools - mainly object-oriented [5, 6] and 
extended relational database management systems [1, 24]. So, current research work is 
focusing on the definition of new modeling and design approaches able to satisfy the needs 
of both traditional and advanced applications [7, 8, 11, 13, 20]. 
The presented research work fits into this context. We propose a new approach for which 
the three main aspects are the following: 
Ct) a formal object model tFO2 [21, 22] is defined for advanced database modeling. It is an 
extension of the semantic model IFO proposed by Abiteboul and Hull [2]. Its objective is 
actually to reconcile apparently opposed ideas, firstly an optimal data representation and 
secondly a complete real world modeling. IFO2 attempts to preserve the acquired strengths 
of semantic approaches, whilst integrating concepts of the object paradigm [4]; 
t2) structural update primitives are formally proposed through change functions to offer an 
incremental specification of IFO2 schemas; 
C3) finally, in order to design object database schema, a set of transformation rules translates 
an IFO2 schema into an implementable one. To illustrate this conversion, the chosen target 
model is the established O2 one [15]. 

* This work. supported by an External European Research Project in collaboration with Digital 
Equipment. comes within the scope of a larger project the aim of which is to realize an aided 
system for advanced application modeling and design. 



Our approach offers the user concepts powerful enough to achieve from the real world the 
most complete specification possible. Its modeling capabilities may be compared with 
those of modeling semantics currents [12] rather than object-oriented models which are not 
expressive enough. Indeed, IFO2 proposes the concepts of alternative, composition and 
grouping and explicitly expresses structural semantics constraints (connectivity and 
existency). However, the semantics currents suffer from the lack of concepts (such as object 
identity, reusability...) which are efficient for advanced application modeling. Furthermore, 
update facilities are not always proposed, and when they exist, they are described in an 
intuitive way. 
In contrast with these approaches, we integrate, in IFO2, the strength of the object models 
whilst boosting their modeling abilities and respecting independance between the 
specification and target models. Another advantage of our approach is to reduce the dataioss 
due to ambiguous vocabulary, particularly during the transfer between the conceptual and 
logical levels. Moreover, this brings about an optimization of the translation rules of an 
IFO2 schema toward target models. 
We maintain that it is essential to have a really rigorous model such as IFO2. The object 
paradigm allows and encourages a modular modeling of the real world. Thus, object 
modeling can sometimes look "anarchistic" [27] and therefore difficult to handle. In order to 
avoid such problems, a formal approach leads to a schema which is non-ambiguous, 
without omissions, modifiable and easily reusable. 

This paper particularly focuses on the structural update facilities provided in our approach. 
They are crucial for they assist the designer in taking real world evolutions into account or 
in rectifying a part of his schema without redefining the whole. They also play a part in the 
merging of existing sub-schemas and so they may be seen as one important element in a 
view-integration process. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, structural updates have not 
been examined with all the required attention, in semantics modeling approaches. If the 
object models provide database evolution mechanisms (three trends have been defined in 
[3]), they do not deal with conceptual schemas, and their objectives differ from ours. 
However, they are interesting for they pinpoint two levels which should be taken into 
consideration: the IS_A hierarchy and the composition hierarchy. For instance, we may 
quote: 
0~ The Mosaico system where algorithms are defined for type insertions in a lattice [171; 
c2~ The Esse project where algorithms ensure consistent updates of an O2 database schema 
[9, 28]; 
(3~ The Gemstone [19] and Orion [141 systems, the Sherpa [18], Farandole2 [3] and Cocoon 
[26] projects where rules for the evolution schema are stated. 

In the following sections, we first describe the structural part of the IFO2 model and then 
we examine its structural updates. These two parts are presented both informally and 
formally. 

2 T h e  I F O 2  M o d e l  
To present the IFO2 model, we first describe the object and type concepts as well as the 
different constructors. We then explain the fragment notion and IFO2 schema. 



2.1 Informal Presentatinn 
IFO2 is a formal object model which is both type and attribute oriented [13]. It adopts the 
philosophy of the semantic model IFO. Two main extensions are realized. Firstly, an 
explicite definition of the object identifier which is object value independent, is integrated. 
To achieve this, all manipulated elements of IFO are re-defined in consideration of the 
object paradigm. Secondly, to fully meet the objectives, the modeling power of IFO must 
be enhanced. Then, the concepts of alternative, composition and grouping for building 
complex objects have been integrated. Connectivity and existency constraints are explicitly 
specified. 
In the IFO2 model, an object has a unique identifier which is independent of its value. 
Furthermore, the domain of a type describes possible values for its objects. The figure I 
shows the components of the type 'Name'. 

Object Type 

Name 

Type Domain 
" /  String [20] Objects of Type 

ONI= (id NI' 'THIBAULT') 

ON2 = (idN2, 'HUGO') 

Fig. 1. Object Type Example 

There are three basic types (shown in the figure 2): 
cn) a pr in table  type (TOP), used for I/O application (Input/Output are therefore 
environment-dependent: String, Integer, Picture, Sound . . . .  ), which are comparable to 
attribute type in the Entity/Relationship model [25]; 
CZ) an abstract type (TOA) which would be perceived as entity in the Entity/Relationship 
model; 
r a represented type (TOR) which allows the handling of another type through the IS_A 
specialization link. This concept is particularly interesting when considering modularity and 
reusability goals. The designer may defer a type description or entrust it to somebody else, 
while using this type for modeling a p~u't of the application schema. 

G 
Fig. 2. Basic Type Examples 

IFO2 takes into account five constructors: 
O) aggregation and eomp(mition: they represent the tuple constructor of object models 
with an exclusive constraint for the composition (an object can take part in a unique 
construction); 
r collection and grouping: they represent the set-of constructor of object models with 
an exclusive constraint for the grouping; 
r union type (alternative): it allows the handling in the same way of structurally 
different types. This constructor represents the IS_A generalization link enhanced with a 
disjunction constraint between the generalized types. 



Notation: 
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Fig. 3. Type Constructors 
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These constructors can be recursively applied according to specified rules for building more 
complex types. For example (see the figure 3), 'Address' is built from 'Street', 'Number' and 
'Zipeode' types and 'Wheels' is composed with the 'Wheel' type obtained from 'Axle' and 
'Tyre' types. 

Types could be linked by functions (simple, complex (i.e. multi-valued), partial (0:N link) 
or total (I:N link)) through the fragment concept. The aim of the fragment is to describe 
properties (attributes) of the principal type called heart. The figure 4 describes the fragment 
of heart 'Person' having 'Name', 'Address' and 'Vehicle' as properties. For each vehicle 
associated to a person, there is a contract insurance number, this is called a nested fragment. 
Firstnames are not always known for a person. 

[ Con act-I   i l 

No,o,io,, I Strut II Number II Zioco e I 

v 

Total and Complex Function ........... {llJ,~ 

Total and Simple Function ...................... Ill,- 
Fig. 4. The Fragment 'Person' 

Partial and Complex Function 

Partial and Simple Function 

The objects involved in the description of heart objects are described in the fragment 
instance. The latter is achieved as follows: a function maps each heart object into property 
values (objects of other fragment types). From the fragment instance, we define for each 
fragment type its attached objects. Inheritance is then defined in a formal and generic way. 

Finally, an IFO2 schema is a set of fragments related by IS A links according to two rules. 
The IS_A link in the IFO2 model is the specialization link of the semantics models [12]. It 
represents either the subtyping (inheritance) if the target is a fragment heart or the 
client/supplier concept I 161. 



A schema instance is obtained by the union of associated fragment instances. These 
instances follow property propagation (through the attached heart objects) via the IS_A link 
(the represented type inherits the heart description). The figure 5 illustrates one IFO2 
schema made up of four fragments 'Person', 'Vehicle', 'Car' and 'Engine'. They are linked 
with IS_A links through the represented types ('Vehicle_Used', 'V_Car', 'Truck_Engine' and 
'Car_Engine'). 

~r---IFirstnamel 
. . . .  IIII'~L.Y I I 

e~lol m*~ 

N a m e  ~ 'J  

IC~ J~'(,,v:cle~"-,n.~o=co " ~ ~  
I s~t II Number II Zir~ode I 

J ~ Vehicle Car 
I Capacity ' '~--~' . , ~  ~ . . . ~ , , . , , ~ C a r - r e g i s t  ] 

~ (~ck- ~ n e  ..... (~') (.LX)) Body 
~----~ ~ n e  ~ / , -  w,eels~.~ ~ 

Notation: 

IS_A Link 

Fig. 5. An 1FO 2 Schcma 

The most original aspect of IFO2 is that it draws upon both elements which may be said 
conceptual such as fragments and represented types, and implementable such as object 
identifiers. The case of multiple inheritance is a special case given that at the conceptual 
level no conflicts are involved while at the system level all conflicts generated are explicitly 
processed. We have seen that IFO2 inheritance may be multiple but does not require any 
prior management. The conflicts are processed according to the target model while the 
translation rules are defined. Another advantage of IFO2 is the way it can modulate and reuse 
parts of schema that have been developed through the fragment concept. Therefore, it is 



possible to focus on only one part of the schcma while reusing, through represented types, 
the already defined and validated components. 
The fragment concept represents anolher advantage of IFO2: namely, the ease of integrating 
application dynamic through this structure. It enables the behavior of the heart type to be 
described naturally and above all makes it possible for behavior to be inherited through 
represented types. 
Finally, IFO-z is totally independent in relation to implementable models, while providing 
an ease of transformation rule definition toward different models due to its genericity. The 
translation of an IFO2 schema into an 02 schema is a prime example of this. The formal 
rule definitions reduce data-loss and misinterpretation. 

In the next section, we propose part of the formal definitions which describe the introduced 
concepts. Instance and attached object concepts are not presented in this paper, the interested 
reader can refer to [21,22]. 

2.2 Object and Type  
Each object has an identifier independent of its value. We need then to define the concepts of 
value and identifier domains. 

TO is an infinite set of object types such that: ~' x e TO, Dora ('~) is an infinite set 
of symbols, including the empty set, called the value domain of'c, Did (x) is an 
infinite set of symbols called the identifier domain of 1:. Objects of type "r are 
defined by a pair (id, value) such that: 
V o = (id, value) and o' = (id', value') of type x, (id, id') E Did(x) 2 with id ~: id' and 
(value, value') s Dora (.r The infinite set of objects of type "[ is called Obj (x). 

2.2.1 Printable and Abstract Types 
An abstract type actually represents an entity without internal structure but nevertheless 
identifiable and having properties, hence its value domain is empty. 

Let T 0 P  be an infinite set of printable types, let T 0 A  be an infinite set of abstract 

types, two disjoint subsets of TO, such that: 

(1) V "r e TOP, dora (x) is an infinite set of symbols; 

(2) V "r E TOA, dom (x) = {~}. 

2.2.2 Complex  Types  
The IFO2 model takes into account five type constructors and makes a distinction between 
an exclusive and a non-exclusive building. Examples with different kinds of complex types 
can be found in [22]. 

2.2.2.1 Aggregation and Composition Types 
Aggregation and composition represent the aggregation abstraction of semantic models [12] 
defined by the Cartesian product. It is a composition if and only if each object of  an 
aggregated type occurs only once in an object construction of aggregate type. 



Let  T O T A  be an infinite set of  aggregation types, let TOTC be an infinite set of  

composit ion types, two disjoint subsets of  TO, such that: 

V x ~ T O T A  u TOTC, 3 x 1, x 2 . . . . .  "c n ~ TO, n > 1, such that: 

Dora ('c) ~ Obj (1:1) x Obj (x 2) x ... x Obj (Xn), 
x is structurally defined as: 
V o ~ Obj ('0, 3 o I ~ Obj (Xl), 0 2 ~ Obj (x 2) ... . .  o n ~ Obj ('c n) such that: 

o = (id, [o 1, 0 2 . . . . .  On]); 

if x ~ TOTC then 'v' o' ~ Obj(x) with o ~ o', 
3 o' 1 ~ Obj(Xl), 0'  2 e Obj(x2) . . . . .  o'  n ~ Obj(xn) such that: 

o' = (id', [o' 1 , 0'  2 . . . . .  O'n]) with V i ~ [1..n], o i ~ {o' 1, 0'  2 . . . . .  O'n}. 

2.2.2.2 Collection and Grouping Types 
As we have seen in section 2.1, a grouping is a collection with an exclusivity constraint. 

Let  TOSC be an infinite set of collection types, let T O S G  be an infinite set of  

grouping types, two disjoint subsets of TO, such that: 

V "c e TOSC w TOSG, 3] ! x '~  TO such that: Dom ('c) ~ P ( O b j  (x)) 

where P (Obj (1:')) is the powerset of Obj (x), 
"c is structurally defined as: 
V o E Obj (z), =1 Ol,  0 2 . . . . .  o n e Obj (x') such that: 

o =  (id, {Ol, 0 2 . . . . .  On}); 

i fx  e TOSG then V o' e Obj (x) with o # o', 
3 o' 1, 0'  2 . . . . .  O'n ~ Obj (x') such that: 

o' = (id', {o '1 ,0 '  2 . . . . .  O'n} ) with V i E [l . .n],  o i ~ {o' 1, 0'  2 . . . . .  O'n}. 

2.2.2.3 Alternative Types 
Stucturally different types can be handled in a uniform way through the alternative type 
(type union) concept. 

Let TOUT be an infinite set of type union types, a subset o f T 0 ,  such that: 

V "~ ~ TOUT,  3 x I , "t 2 . . . . .  x n ~ TO, n > 0 such that: 
Dom (I:) c Dom (Xl) u Dom ('t:2) v ... w Dom ('On), 
x is structurally defined as: 
V i , j  ~ [1..n] if i ~ j  then 
Obj (xi) n Obj ('cj) = ~ ,  Obj (x) = Obj (i: l)  u Obj ('1;2) u ... ~ Obj ('tn), 
with V o ~ Obj (x), 3 ! k e [l . .nl such as: o = o k, o k e Obj ('Ok). 

2.2.3 Represented T y p e s  
The definit ion of  represented types takes into account the multiple inheritance since a 
represented type may have several sources. 



Let TOR be an infinite set of represented types, a subset of TO, such that: 

V x ~ TOR, 31:' ~ TO called source of 1: such that Obj (I:) -- Obj (1:3, 
with ~' o ~ Obj (1:), 3 o' e Obj (1:') such that o = o'. 

2.2.4 Types 
From basic types and constructors, it is possible to define a type, as a tree, in a general 
way: 

A type T e TO is a directed tree T = (ST, ET), where ET is a set of type edges. T 
is such that: 

~l) the set of vertices ST is the disjoint union of eight sets TOP, TOA,  TOR, 

TOTA,  TOTC, TOSC, TOSG, TOUT; 

c2~ i fT  E T O A  then "F is root of type; 
C3) printable and represented types are leaves of the tree. 

A type edge between two vertices t' and t" is denoted ET(t'-->t"). 

An abstract type cannot be used in a type building since its role is to describe a real world 
entity which is not defined by its internal structure but by its fragment specified properties. 
The figure 6 shows a type whose root is 'Car'. 

Oc1 = (idcl , [Ows 1 , OCe 4 , o B2 l) 
Car 

( ~  Oc1 =(idC2,[OWs 2, OCc6,O B1 ]) 

rA7"   are objects of type Car. 

Fig. 6. The Type 'Car' 

2.3 IFO2 Fragment 
Conventions: we call partial a function in which some elements of the domain have no 
associated elements in the codomain. Otherwise, it is called total. The kind of handled graph 

is: G = (X, U) where the set of vertices X is the set of types T of TO and the set of edges 
U is composed with: simole edges (simple functions) and complex edges (functions applied 

on a TOSC, called complex functions: an image of an object is a set). The edge is called 
either partial or total if the associated function is either partial or total. 
The figure 5 shows four fragments: 'Person', 'Vehicle', 'Engine' and 'Car'. 



An IFO2 fragment is a graph F = (VF, LF), with VF the set of types T of 3-O and 
L F the set of fragment links, defined such that: 

tl) there is a direct tree H = (V F, A) such that: 
0.1) the root of H is called heart of fragment; 
0.2) the source of an edge is either the heart root or the root of a target 
type of a complex edge whose source is the heart root. 

(2) for each edge linking the heart to a represented type, there is a reciprocal total 
edge. 

The IFO2 fragment is called by its heart. 
A fragment link between two types T' and T" is denoted LF(T,_~T,, ). 

2.4 IFO 2 Schema 
An IFO2 schema is composed of n IFO2 fragments: F 1, F 2 ..... F n, n > 0, related by IS_A 
links according to two rules. The figure 5 describes an IFO2 schema. 

2.4.1 Specia l iza t ion  Link 

Let x' be a type of 3"OR and let T be a type of 3"0, such that it is the source of x' 
and a heart of a fragment, the link of head T and queue ~' is called an IS A link and 
denoted LIS_A (x'~T). T is called the source of the IS_A link and x' the ~arget. 

The figure 7 illustrates the specialization link between 'Vehicle' and 'Vehicle__Used'. 

Source Target 

-" ' .  I le~ Queue 
Fig. 7. Notation for Specialization Link 

2.4.2 I F O 2 S c h e m a  

An IFO2 schema is defined as a direct acyclic graph G S = (Ss, Ls) with Ss the set 

of type T e 3"0 of the graph such that: 
r L s is the disjoint union of two sets: Ls_ A (fragment links) and Ls_IS_A 
(IS_A links); 
(2) (Ss, Ls_A) is a forest of IFO2 fragments, called the IFO2 fragments for GS; 
(3) (Ss, Ls_IS_A) follows these two schema rules: 

(3.1) - there is no IS_A cycle in the graph; 
(3.2) - two directed paths of IS_A links sharing the same origin Can be 
extended to a common vertex. 

The structural part of IFO2 model having been defined, we examine how it could be corrected 
or adapted by using update primitives. 
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3 C o n s i s t e n t  U p d a t e s  on  I F O 2  S c h e m a  

3.1 Motivation 
The problem with schema updates can be summarized as follows: how to modify a given 
schema whilst preserving a coherent representation? In other words, our aim is to ensure that 
updates retain the schema consistency. In object models, consistency can be classified in 
structural consistency which refers to the static part of the database and in behavioral 
consistency relating with the dynamic part [28]. In our context, we are only interested in the 
structural case. 

An IFO2 schema is a couple (Ss, Ls) where L s is composed of both fragment and IS_A 
links but not every arbitrary (Ss, Ls) is a correct schema. Thus, we have to make sure that 
the result of modifications is an updated schema which verifies the IFO2 schema definition 
(correctness). Models such as Orion, O2, Gemstone, Cocoon and Sherpa give a set of 
schema invariants which are conditions that have been satisfied by a valid schema. 

Some schema changes are quite simple, whereas others need a complete reorganization of the 
database. The latters can often be expressed in terms of more elementary changes. 
The following taxonomy, figure 8, presents the primitive schema updates in IFO2. This set 
is minimal and complete in the sense that all possible schema transformations can be built 
up by a combination of these elementary operations (completeness). A similar taxonomy 
can be found in models like Orion, Sherpa and Cocoon. The two former give three categories 
of operations: changing class definitions, i.e. instance variables or methods, modifying the 
class lattice by changing the relationships between classes and adding or deleting classes in 
the lattice. As the latter is based on types, functions and classes, the schema changes are 
respectively: updating types, updating functions and updating classes. 

(1) Updat ing  types (2) Updat ing f ragment  (3) Updat ing IS_A links 
l i n k s  

(1.1) Add a new object type 

(1.2) Delete an object type 

(1.3) Change an object type 

(1.3.1) its name 

(1.3.2) its domain (for 

a printable type) 

(1.4) Substitute a type 

(2.1) Add a new fragment 
link 

(2.2) Dcletc a fragment link 

(2.3) Change the sort of a 
fragment link 

(3.1) Add a new IS_A link 

(3.2) Delete an IS_A link 

Fig. 8. Taxonomy of Possible Updates in IFO 2 

All schema structure changes such as fragment insertion into the direct acyclic graph, can be 
expressed by a sequence of basic updates. For example, the fragment insertion may be done 
by: <(1.1) a type insertion, (3.1) zero or more IS_A link insertion and finally, (3.2) zero or 
more IS_A link deletion (in the case of a node insertion into the lattice)>. 
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All these updates are formally specified through the update functions (insertion and 
modification functions on schema, on fragment and on type). Intuitively, in IFO2, a schema 
update is either a type insertion or a type modification in a fragment. The former case is 
defined as a type insertion which must be related to the schema. We can create a fragment, 
add a type to a fragment or relate a type to others. The latter update is described with one or 
more operations on the concerned fragments which are themselves modifications on types. 
Operations like insertion of a sub-type into an existing one, deletion of a type and 
substitution of one type by another are thus possible. As we have seen, consistent sets have 
to be defined to perform only valid updates (for example, a type can be inserted as a sub- 
type if and only if the father has already more than one descendant, i.e. is an 
aggregation/composition/alternative type). 

In the following sections, we present the insertion and modification of types both in an 
informal and formal way. 

3.2 In fo rmal  Presentat ion 
A schema being composed of IS_A and fragment links, the type insertion consists of 
relating a type to a schema. For example, consider the figure 9 which is a part of the figure 
5. 

, Reg-Number I .w �9 

Wheel { Doors 

Fig. 9. An IFO 2 Fragment Creation Example 

A type insertion is defined using a syntax which requires the added type and associated links 
relating it to the schema. The creation of the fragment 'Car' is done by insertion of the type 
'Car' and is denoted by (Car, 1). The link set 'r describes both fragment and IS A links 
which indicate how the type could be inserted into a schema. If the added type is a 
represented one, the reverse link between the represented type and the heart has to belong to 
the fragment link set. In our example, 'r is composed of only one IS_A link (i.e. there is no 
fragment link) between the source 'Engine' and the target 'Car-Engine'. For the schema, the 
sets of  vertices, fragment links and IS_A links are thus increased by the new components 
defined in the couple (Car, 1). In our example, we obtain: Ss = {Engine, Power, Reg- 
Number} u {Car, Car-Engine, Wheels, Wheel, Body} where Ss is the vertex set of the 
schema GS; LS-A = {Engine ----> Power, Engine ~ Reg-Number}* where Ls-A is the 
fragment link set of the schema GS and Ls-IS_A =[Car-Engine ---> Engine}. 

* For the purposes of simplification, a link (type edge~ fragment or IS_A link) between two type T 
and T' is denoted by T ~ T'. 
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Let us now consider fragment modifications which are in fact type modifications. 
Intuitively, three cases have to be taken into consideration: a sub-type insertion, a type 
deletion and a type substitution. Such modifications are defined using the following syntax 
(p", p, p'). A partial insertion is thus denoted by (p", D, p') where p" is the vertex and p' is 
the inserted type; a deletion is denoted by (p", p, D) where p is the dropped type and a 
substitution is expressed by (p", p, p') where p is to be replaced by p'. A type being 
composed by edges and vertices, a type change modifies these components. We thus examine 
the necessary modification propagations for type deletion, insertion and substitution. 

For example, if the type 'Wheels', in figure 9, is dropped by (Car, Wheels, D) then type 
edges and vertices are updated by deleting the 'Wheels' subtype and modifying recursively 
edges and vertices from the father of 'Wheels' to the root of type 'Car'. We thus obtain: VCar 
= {Car, Car-Engine, Wheels, Wheel, Body} - {Wheels, Wheel} where VCa r is the 'Car' 
vertex set and ECa r = {Car ---> Car-Engine, Car ---> Wheels, Car ---> Body, Wheels ~ Wheel} 
- {Car ---> Wheels, Wheels ---> Wheel} where ECa r is the type edge set of the type 'Car'. The 
fragment is changed with an update function modifying vertices and fragment links. A type 
deletion has to satisfy the following property: all IS A links whose target is in (or is) the 
deleted type have to be dropped. 

The following sub-type insertion (Car, D, Roof-rack) adds the type 'Roof-rack' in the 
hierarchy. The sets of type vertices and type edges are thus increased respectively with 'Roof- 
rack' and the link from 'Car' to 'Roof-rack'. In our example, the sets are VCa r = VCa r u 
{Roof-rack} and Ecar = ECar u [ Car --9 Roof-rack}. In the same way, if the sub-type to be 
inserted is a represented type, then the set of schema IS_A links is increased with all the 
links whose represented type is the target. The fragment and schema are updated in the same 
way as in the deletion case. 

Now consider the type substitution which replaces a type t by another type t'. For example, 
a consequence of (Car, Roof-rack, Wheels) is to replace, in the hierarchy, the type 'Roof- 
rack' by the type 'Wheels'. If the substitute is composed of represented type, the IS_A link 
set has to be updated. Finally, the vertex set, the fragment and IS_A links of the schema are 
updated. 

These operations are carried out by using functions recursively applied Modi f_S ,  
M o d i f F  and Modif  T which update respectively schemas, fragments and types. 

3.2 Formal Presentation 
To facilitate the reading, the definitions are illustrated through simple examples. We may 
note that: an IFO2 schema is s t ructural ly  consistent if and only if it satisfies the two 
following properties: 

<l> there is no IS_A cycle in the graph; 
<z> two directed paths of IS_A links sharing the same origin can be extended to a 
common vertex. 

3.2.1 Type  Inse r t ions  
We define the insertion function as a type insertion. 
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An insertion is a pair Ins = (p, 1) such that: 

0) P e "J'0; 
(2) l is a set of fragments and IS A links, denoted respectively by IA and l I S A .  

3,2.1.1 Consistent Type Insertions 
An insertion of a type p into the schema has to be consistent. Informally, the insertion has 
to follow the model properties (each source of IS_A link is heart of fragment, there i s a  
reverse link relating fragment heart to its represented property, ,..) for preserving the schema 
in a valid state. 
An added type in a schema is either an insertion of: 

0} a fragment heart, therefore the set of fragment link is empty or, 
t2) a property p of a heart type h, then L_l.(h...>p)* belongs to the fragment link set or, 
tat a property p of a nested fragment whose heart is T, therefore L_L(T_._>p ) is an added 
fragment link. 

Let GS = (Ss, Ls) be an IFO2 schema, Ins = {(Pi, IAi u IIS_Ai), i e [l..ni} be a 
set of type insertions of GS. Ins is said to be consistent if and only if it satisfies 
the following properties: 
(I} V (p, 1) ~ Ins, 

if p ~ "J'OR. then 
m 

IIS_A = u L_L IS_A(p .--> sj)" where sj e Ss, fragment heart, is the source 

j=l of p and m the number of sources of p; 
n 

+ u L_L 1S_A(tk ..-> p) where tk is the target of p through an IS_A 

k---0 link and n the number of p targets; 
n m 
u ( • L_L_IS_A(tk ---> sj) ) to delete old IS_A links of the hierarchy 

k=0 j= 1 replaced by the previous adding; 

and 

else 

either IA = {L.L(h-->p), L.l_(p.-->h )} where h e Ss is heart of fragment; 
or IA = L_L(T-->p) where T e Ss is a type such that Lh(h--->T) is a 

complex fragment edge of Ls with h heart of fragment; 
or IA = ~ ;  /*fragment creation *1 

m'  m 

I1S_A = u (u  L_l._IS_A(tj~skj))wberc m' is the number of represented 

k=l j=l types in p, m the number of sources of p 
and Skj an associated source, heart of fragment; 

and 

* _1. is used to indicate that these links are not still associated to a schema. 
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either IA = L.I_(T.-->p) where T ~ S s is such that T is either heart of 
fragment or Lh(h.-->T) is acomplex edge in Ls; 

or IA = 9 .  /*fragment creation */ 
n 

C2) (S s' = S s u Pi, IA u L I S A )  follows the two schema rules. 
i=l 

Example: the fragment creation, through the type insertion of 'Car', is obtained with the T 
link set composed by: 

IA = 9 . / *  There are no properties associated to the fragment heart */ 
IIS_A = L.l._lS_A(Car-Engine--~ Engine)./* The inserted fragment is linked 
through the IS A link between 'Car-Engine" (a represented type) and "Engine" 
(heart of fragment ) */ 

3.2.1.2 Type Insertion Function 
Let GS be the set of IFO2 schemas and let Ins be the set of consistent insertions into these 
schemas. The i'esult of applying consistent insertions into an IFO2 schema is a new 
structural consistent schema obtained as follows: 

Let GS = (Ss; Ls) be an IFO2 schema, let Ins = {(Pi, IAi u IIS_Ai), i ~ [1..n]} be 
a set of consistent insertions of GS. The new structural consistent IFO2 schema, 
noted GS' = (Ss', Ls'), updated from GS by Ins, is achieved by applying the insertion 
function on each element of Ins. Let Insert  be the schema insertion function: 

Insert: ~S X I n s  -~ GS 
Insert (Gs = (Ss, Ls), Ins) = GS' 

where GS' = (Ss', Ls'_A u Ls'_IS_A) is such that: 
n n n 

Ss '=  Ss u Pi , Ls'_A = Ls A u IAi and Ls'_IS_A =Ls_IS_A u IIS Ai. 
i=l i=l i=l 

Example: The type insertion of 'Car' updates thc schema components as follows: 
Ss' ={Engine, Power, Reg-Number} v {Car, Car_Engine, Wheels, Wheel, Axle, Tyre, 
Body, Chassis, Doors, Door}, 
Ls'_A = {Engine ---> Power, Engine ~ Reg-Numbcr}, 
Ls'_IS_A = {Car_Engine ---> Engine}. 

3.2.2 Schema Modif ica t ions  
We define a modification which carries out a valid IFO2 schema from an IFO2 schema and a 
modification set. We differentiate several possible updates and present their result through a 
modification function. 
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Let Father be a function with domain and co-domain "JO such that: 

'v' x ~'J'O, if'~ is a root of type then Father('~) = [] 
else Father(s) = "c' where x' is the ascendant of'c. 

Let Outdegree be a function with domain "JO and co-domain ~1 such that: 

V x e TO, Outdegree ('c) is the number of descendants of x. 

Let F be a fragment, let T be a type of F, a modification of F on T is a triple (p", 
p, p') such that: 

if p = [] then p" is a vertex of T and p' e "J'O 

else/* p is a vertex o f t  */ p" = Father(p) and p' = 13 or p' e "J'O. 

An update is a partial insertion of a type if p = [], a deletion if p' = [] and it is a 
modification otherwise (p' is a type). There is an update propagation only if p" is specified. 

Example: The following triples provide modification examples: 
r (Car, 13, Roof-rack) inserts the 'Roof-rack' type as subtype of the 'Car' type; 
r (Car, Wheels, 13) drops the 'Wheels' sub-type from the 'Car' type; 
r (Car, Wheels, Roof-rack) substitutes the 'Wheels' sub-type by 'Roof-rack' in the 'Car' 
type. 

3.2.2.1 Consistent Modifications 

Let GS = (Ss, Ls) be an IFO2 schema, and M a set of modifications of GS. M is 
said consistent if and only if it satisfies the following properties: 

n 
r M = ~ M i  

i=l 

where n is the fragment number of GS and Mi an update set of Fi such that: 
'v' T e Fi, V (p", p, p') E Mi a modification of Fi on TI 
if (q", q, q') e Mi is a modification of F i on T then (p", p, p') = (q", q, q'); 

/* There is a unique modification per type */ 

r i f (D,  p, p') is in M, a modification of F, whose heart is h, and p' is a 
represented type then L(h~p ) ELF; /*  Case of reverse linlcs for a represented 
type */ 

r if (p", p, []) is in M, a nnodification of F, whose heart is h, 
and Outdegree(p") = 2 and Father(ft') = [] then if the other descendant of p" is a 
represented type then L(h--)p") e LF; 

/*A represented type is obtained by modification on other types */ 

r the updated type must verify model definitions. 

Example: The type insertion of a Wheel's "brother" is not possible because the constraint 4 
is not satisfied (a grouping has only one "child"). 
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3.2.2.2 Modification Functions 
The result of applying consistent modifications on an IFO2 schema is a new structural 
consistent schema obtained as follows: 

Let GS = (Ss, Ls) be an IFO2 schema and let M be a set of consistent modifications 
of GS. The new structural consistent IFO2 schema, noted GS' = (Ss', Ls'), updated 
from GS by M, is achieved by applying the update function on each element of M. 
Let GS be the set of IFO2 schemas, let M be the set of consistent modifications on 
these schemas. 
Let Modif  be the schema modification function: 

Modir: GS X M -~ GS 
Modif (Gs = (Ss, Ls), M) = GS' 

where GS' = (Ss', Ls'_A u Ls'_IS A) is such that: 
a 

(Ss', Ls'_A) = u M o d i f F  (Fi, Mi) where n is the fragment number of 

i=l the schema; 
and 

m 

Ls'_IS_A = Ls_IS_A - u Ls..IS_A (p--->Tj)/(P", P, P')~ M where p is a represented 
j=l type; 
I* deletion of links associated to deleted represented types *1 

n m 

+ u ( u Ls_.IS_A (Ik-->Tj)) where k is the number of represented types 
k=0 j=i whose source is p; 

I* addition of link.~ to the source of the deleted represented type *1 
n 

- u Ls_.IS_A (tk-->p) where k is the number of ex-targets of p; 

k=0 /* Deletion of the links whose source is the deleted 
represented type, these types have been related by the previous set */ 

m 

- u Ls_IS_A (t-->Tj) / (P", P, P') ~ M where t is a represented leaf of p; 
j= 1 /* deletion of links associated to represented types 

which belong to deleted types */ 
m 

+ u Ls_IS_A (p '~Tj)  /(P", P, P') ~ M where p' is a represented type; 
j= 1 /* addition of link.~ associated to added represented types *1 
m 

+ u Ls_IS_A (t'-->Tj)/(P", P, P') ~ M where t' is a represented leaf ofp' ;  
j=l I* addition of links associated to represented types which belong 

to added types *1 
m 

- u LIS_A (T~Tj ' )  with T a represented type of F k (k e [1..n]) 

j= l  such that: Modif_F (F k, M k) = O}. 
I* fragment deletion *1 
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Example: The IS_A link between 'Car_Engine' and 'Car' has to be deleted if the 'Car' type is 
droppext 

The fragments are updated by modifying their vertex and link sets through the following 
function. We may note that the heart dropping implies the associated fragment deletion. 

Let F be the set of IFO2 fragments. 
Let Modif_F be the update function on fragments: 

Modi f  F: :F X ~I, ---> :F 
Modif_F (F -- (VF, LF), MF) = F' 

where F' = (VF', LF') is such that: 
if (D, heart_of._F, D) ~ MF then F' = [] 

m 

else VF' = u Modif..T (Tj, M j) where m is the type number of the fragment 

j=l and Mj is the set of modifications of F on the type Tj; 

and LF' = LF - { LF(Tk--~T'), LF(T'.--~Tk) with k ~ [1..n] / 
Modif_T (Tk, Mk)=  D}. 

Example: The consequence of 'Car-regist' type dropping is the deletion of the fragment link 
between 'Car' and 'Car-Regist'. 

The following function realizes the type updates. It may be applied recursively for 
aggregation/composition types with two components and collection/grouping types. The 
resulting type is an IFO2 one. 

Let Modif..T be the update function on types: 
Modi f  T: TO X ~!. --> "J'0 
Modif..-T (T = (ST, ET), (p", p, p')) = T' 

where T' = (ST', ET') is such that: 
if p' = D then/* Deletion case */ 

if p" = D then T' = O/*  Type root deletion */ 
else 

if Outdegree(p") = 2 
then T' = Modif._T (T, (Father(p"), p", s)) where s is the other descendant of p" 
else 

if Outdegree(p") > 2 
then ET  = ET - ET(p"--->p) - Ep and ST' = ST - Sp* 
else 

if Outdegree(p") = 1 
then T = Modif_T (T, (Father(p"), p", O)); 

* (Sp, Ep) defines the: subtype: whose root is p. 
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else/* Substitution or insertion case */ 
if p = I:1 then E T = E T + ET(p"--->p') + Ep' and ST = ST + Sp, 
else ET' = ET - ET(p"--.~p) + ET(p"~p') - Ep + Ep, and ST' = ST +Sp' - Sp. 

Example: The deletion of the type 'Tyre' is done with (Wheel, Tyre, 13). As 'Wheel' is a 
composition of two elements, the deletion of 'Wheel' would provide an inconsistent type (a 
composition of a unique element). The updates have thus to be sent back in the 'Wheel' 
father level: (Wheels, Wheel, Axle). 
Then, we obtain the following sets: ECar'= ECar"  ECar(Wheels---~Wheel)+ 
ECar(Wheels...~Axle) and SCar'=SCar + SAxle - SWheel where ECar(Wheels--->Wheel) is the 
type edge between 'Wheels' and 'Wheel' and ECar(Wheels~Axle ) is the new link between 
'Wheels' and 'Axle'. The following figure shows the updated schema: 

Cai" 

Body 

Doors 

Fig. 10. The Resulting Type After Type Deletion 

4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have formally defined an object model IFO2 as well as the functions which 
update schemas whilst respecting their integrities. The first contribution, that of the 1FO 2 
whole-object, is the coherent and rigorous definition of the component elements of the 
model through the object identity Concept. IFO2 integrates constructors, indispensable to the 
development of advanced applications, such as composition and grouping which enable the 
constituant sets to be "physically" taken into account. Its second strength is the update 
functions which are defined in the same way as the IFO 2 model concepts. They ensure the 
integrity of the updated schemas. The result is a coherent and formal approach. The 
ambiguities and contradictions are then detected and different schemas may be compared. 
Furthermore, in a reusability goal, the security obtained through the consistency of handled 
information is crucial. 

A first version of the IFO2 editor has been currently developed under Unix/XWindow 
(XllR5), with the help of the Aida/Masai (Version 1.5) programming environment, 
developed in object-oriented Le-Lisp (Version 15.24). This editor, as illustred in figure 11, 
is made up of three tools: 

- a graphical view consisting of an editing panel, a tool panel and a workplace; 
- a selection panel of object types and existing link types; 
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- an object editor enabling the textual representation of textual objects as well as 
information which does not appear in the schema. 

~ o 
| 1 7 6  

IFO2 GRAPHIC EDITOR 1~7"-' ]  i 

T.O. IF02 Editor 
vebic),e-uj*d 

t.oz 

lr.e. Pet's'o~ (~=) 
cr ,ecru (~ t )  

rit,,d f m  Vehxr (tout) 

Z~Zor J ~ Czr 

~ , J  r- 

Fig. 11. The IFO 2 Editor 

The type definition achieved with the editor are converted by a translator in O2 descriptions 
(the algorithms can be found in I21]). The descriptions can thus be used in the target 
system. They have been implemented in the 02 Database Management System (Version 
3.3). 

To carry out schemas without ambiguities and lacks, and which may be modified and easily 
reusable, it is essential to have a formal model. Furthermore, with the development of 
modeling and design tools, the users could work only with an intuitive perception of the 
formalized concepts. A formal framework thus provides the designers with real help without 
constraining them. 

The prospects of the presented work here begin with the integration of modeling abilities for 
the application dynamic. The conceptual rules associated with the IFO2 model advocate an 
attribute-oriented modeling and are principally based on the object behavior. Moreover, 
through "process" specification associated with the fragment, the most suitable optimized 
representation can be determined. The transfer from a conceptual schema to an optimized one 
is then easy. We believe that, dynamic and behavior will be integrated in the model using a 
formal approach based on the temporal logic [23, 10]. Such an approach automatically 
validates the specified constraints whilst being easily understood by the users. 
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